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Creative Curriculum Theme – 1066
Science



Compare skeletons of humans and animals and describe the functions of teeth.



Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of the digestive system in humans.



Identify the different types of teeth in humans and their simple functions .
History



Study Edward the Confessor and his death in 1066.



Research the events leading up to and including the Battle of Hastings, using a wide variety of
sources.



Use a range of sources to find out about the features of Norman Castles, including features for
attack and defence.



Devise historically valid questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, and significance,
paying particular focus to the events leading up to the Battle of Hastings.
Art



Learn about great artists, architects and designers in history, focusing on the Bayeux Tapestry.



Recreate a small section of the tapestry using a variety of sewing techniques.

Computing



Learn about e-safety at home and at school by using technology safely, respectfully and
responsibly, recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour and identify a range of ways to report.

Physical Activity

English


Text:
‘I Was There…1066” by Jim Eldridge.



Create settings, characters and plots

Invasion Games - develop skills in tennis, badminton and volleyball.



Forest school— understand how trees benefits
the environment.

based on the text, adding their own
twists.



letters.



Indicate grammatical and other
features in GPS lessons, focusing on
fronted adverbials and pronouns.

Maths


French

Use the features of formal and informal

Enhance our knowledge of place
value by comparing and ordering
numbers up to 10,000.



Adding numbers up to 10,000 using
re-grouping and written methods.



Use the bar model approach to
solve problems involving addition
and subtraction over 1000.



Talk about our daily routine.



Ask and answer questions about a
typical day.

Music


4S - learn how to play the ukulele on
a Friday afternoon.



4D - appraise English folk songs and
understand the purpose of music

Religious Education

Personal, Social, Health Education

Begin to learn about the beliefs of Judaism
and compare these to Christianity.

Identifying and understanding rules and
relationships, including some discussions
and debate.

Homework
Please complete at least one of the activities below for your homework. All of the tasks are linked
to our 1066 topic and have a creative theme. Please be as thorough and creative as possible!

Create a digital presentation with interesting
1066 facts to share with the class.

Make your own life-sized 1066 soldier. Download
images of Norman or Anglo-Saxon soldiers and
look in detail at their armour. Ask someone to
draw round your body outline on a piece of
large paper, such as wallpaper. Cut this out and
create your own soldier.

Draw 2 extra panels for the Bayeux tapestry in the
same style and colours of the original.

Write a list of 10 important phrases that William
would need translated from French to English.
(Include both!)

Find out about shields used in Battle of Hastings.
Create and make your own shield. Will you use a
kite or round shape? Which colours and patterns
will you use?

Write a job application to be the king’s head
servant What qualities do you need and what
would you bring to the post?

Make your own Motte and Bailey castle.

Create a family tree from Alfred the Great to
William Conqueror.

Reading

Additional Information

Children are encouraged to read
throughout the week (their chosen text
from Accelerated Reader
Programme). Home school link books
must be brought in once a week so
that teachers can see the time they
are spending reading at home. In
school, children will then be given a
quiz on their chosen book so that class
teacher’s can see their understanding

Children will receive a times tables
activity sheet, which is to be completed independently. Please mark it
with them at home and return it to
school the following week so children can receive their next sheet. In
Year 4, sheets will be given every
Tuesday.

